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The Lost Patrol Aug 29 2022 Starship Victory is on its loneliest mission yet. Captain Maddox
and his crew are thousands of light-years from Earth, searching for the dreaded Swarm
Imperium. But there are androids among them seeking to use the starship for hidden purposes.
Maddox and the crew are on their own, facing perils inside the ship and terrifying alien dangers
outside in one of the remotest regions of the Orion Arm. Then they stumble upon the darkest
secret of all. Unless the A.I. Galyan, Meta, Sergeant Riker and the others can help their
beleaguered captain, Victory is doomed and Earth will never learn of the terrible threat
gathering in the stellar darkness. THE LOST PATROL is the fifth book in the LOST STARSHIP
SERIES.
Starship Relic Jan 22 2022 Ancient technology. Secret histories. And squids. In space. Max is
completing a survey in the barren, frozen north of planet Grailliyn, when he makes a startling
discovery. There's a high-tech pod buried beneath the ice, and inside the pod is a young
woman. She speaks his language, but with a strange accent. The two are barely past awkward
introductions when they are attacked. Max and his new friend are forced to flee. The worst
part? They don't even know who is trying to kill them, or why. Now, with assassins on their tail,
the duo must find a way off the planet without blowing their cover. And then, if they can do that
without getting eaten by space monsters, they might just find out the truth about their world.
Starship Relic is book one of the Lost Colony Uprising Trilogy, a sci-fi space opera adventure
with spaceships, alien contact, deep conspiracies, wise-cracking characters, and lots of pewpew (space battle action). Content rating: All ages, teen and up. Minimal language.
Life, the Universe and Everything: Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy Book 3 Dec 29 2019 Part
three of the Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy trilogy of five books. Featuring exclusive bonus
material from the Douglas Adams archives, and an introduction from Simon Brett, producer of

the original radio broadcast.In Life, the Universe and Everything, the third book in Douglas
Adams' blockbuster sci-fi comedy series, Arthur Dent finds himself enlisted to prevent a
galactic war.Following a number of stunning catastrophes, which have involved him being
alternately blown up and insulted in ever stranger regions of the Galaxy, Arthur Dent is
surprised to find himself living in a cave on prehistoric Earth. However, just as he thinks that
things cannot get possibly worse, they suddenly do. An eddy in the space-time continuum
lands him, Ford Prefect, and their flying sofa in the middle of the cricket ground at Lord's, just
two days before the world is due to be destroyed by the Vogons.Escaping the end of the world
for a second time, Arthur, Ford, and their old friend Slartibartfast embark (reluctantly) on a
mission to save the whole galaxy from fanatical robots. Not bad for a man in his dressing
gown.Follow Arthur Dent's galactic (mis)adventures in the rest of the trilogy with five parts: So
Long, and Thanks for All the Fish, and Mostly Harmless.
Lost Ship Dec 21 2021 Newly reinstated Captain Deborah Allen Riker (a.k.a. Admiral Dare) has
been called many things over the years. Risk-averse is not one of them. When she and her
badly crippled starship found themselves lost in the middle of an ocean of uncharted stars...
with the fate of the galaxy on the line... facing enemies from the past, present and future... she
did what any Riker would do... She attacked. Book 2 in the Exodus Earth Military Sci-Fi Series
from Amazon Bestseller Andrew Beery. It's perfect for fans of Rick Partlow, Christopher G.
Nuttall, and Mark Wayne McGinnis.
The Lost Command Feb 08 2021 Earth needs a miracle. Out of the Beyond invade the New
Men, stronger, faster and smarter than the old. Star Watch sends a massed battle fleet to stop
them.It's a disaster. Admiral Fletcher barely escapes annihilation by heading at sub-light speed
for a nearby star system. His battered ships are running out of food, fuel and missiles. He
knows the New Men will use jump gates, waiting for him six months from now at his
destination.Star Watch Command frantically searches for a way to rescue the vessels. Earth
has an ancient alien starship in the Oort cloud, with a suspicious AI refusing to cooperate with
the scientists. The vessel has powerful weapons-if anyone could figure out how to make them
work after ten thousand years.Star Watch summons Captain Maddox, an unorthodox
Intelligence officer who makes things happen. He is given command of Victory and told to fix
the ancient weapons, rescue Fletcher's ships and help them battle home again.
Foundation Aug 24 2019 The first novel in Isaac Asimov’s classic science-fiction masterpiece,
the Foundation series THE EPIC SAGA THAT INSPIRED THE APPLE TV+ SERIES
FOUNDATION, NOW STREAMING • Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s
The Great American Read For twelve thousand years the Galactic Empire has ruled supreme.
Now it is dying. But only Hari Seldon, creator of the revolutionary science of psychohistory, can
see into the future—to a dark age of ignorance, barbarism, and warfare that will last thirty
thousand years. To preserve knowledge and save humankind, Seldon gathers the best minds
in the Empire—both scientists and scholars—and brings them to a bleak planet at the edge of
the galaxy to serve as a beacon of hope for future generations. He calls his sanctuary the
Foundation. The Foundation novels of Isaac Asimov are among the most influential in the
history of science fiction, celebrated for their unique blend of breathtaking action, daring ideas,
and extensive worldbuilding. In Foundation, Asimov has written a timely and timeless novel of
the best—and worst—that lies in humanity, and the power of even a few courageous souls to
shine a light in a universe of darkness.
The Dreaming Void Oct 19 2021 Reviewers exhaust superlatives when it comes to the science
fiction of Peter F. Hamilton. His complex and engaging novels, which span thousands of
years—and light-years—are as intellectually stimulating as they are emotionally fulfilling. Now,
with The Dreaming Void, the first volume in a trilogy set in the same far-future as his acclaimed
Commonwealth saga, Hamilton has created his most ambitious and gripping space epic yet.
The year is 3589, fifteen hundred years after Commonwealth forces barely staved off human

extinction in a war against the alien Prime. Now an even greater danger has surfaced: a threat
to the existence of the universe itself. At the very heart of the galaxy is the Void, a selfcontained microuniverse that cannot be breached, cannot be destroyed, and cannot be
stopped as it steadily expands in all directions, consuming everything in its path: planets,
stars, civilizations. The Void has existed for untold millions of years. Even the oldest and most
technologically advanced of the galaxy’s sentient races, the Raiel, do not know its origin, its
makers, or its purpose. But then Inigo, an astrophysicist studying the Void, begins dreaming of
human beings who live within it. Inigo’s dreams reveal a world in which thoughts become
actions and dreams become reality. Inside the Void, Inigo sees paradise. Thanks to the
gaiafield, a neural entanglement wired into most humans, Inigo’s dreams are shared by
hundreds of millions–and a religion, the Living Dream, is born, with Inigo as its prophet. But
then he vanishes. Suddenly there is a new wave of dreams. Dreams broadcast by an unknown
Second Dreamer serve as the inspiration for a massive Pilgrimage into the Void. But there is a
chance that by attempting to enter the Void, the pilgrims will trigger a catastrophic expansion,
an accelerated devourment phase that will swallow up thousands of worlds. And thus begins a
desperate race to find Inigo and the mysterious Second Dreamer. Some seek to prevent the
Pilgrimage; others to speed its progress–while within the Void, a supreme entity has turned its
gaze, for the first time, outward. . . . BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Peter F.
Hamilton's The Temporal Void.
Into the Real Oct 26 2019 NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLING AUTHOR JOHN RINGO AND USA
TODAY BEST-SELLING AUTHOR LYDIA SHERRER JOIN FORCES ON A NEW SF NOVEL OF
ALIEN INVASION. Ender's Game meets Mean Girls meets Pokemon Go. Lynn Raven may be the
boss master of WarMonger 2050 with her online persona of "Larry the Snake," but when the
CEO of Tsunami Entertainment personally asks her, as a favor, to beta test a new augmented
reality game, she has to face her greatest fear: Going outside and dealing with, ugh, people. As
she becomes more immersed in the game, the stakes rise and so do the obstacles. Strife
between teammates, a ruthless rival team, and these strange glitches that make it seem like the
game algorithm (or maybe “game AI”?) has it in for her. Now she has to face a new fear: is she
willing to step into the real to win the future she’s always wanted? What do you do when a
game and real life merge? About John Ringo: “. . . the thinking reader’s zombie novel . . . Ringo
fleshes out his theme with convincing details . . . the proceedings become oddly
plausible.”—Publishers Weekly on Under a Graveyard Sky “[Ringo’s work is] peopled with
three-dimensional characters and spiced with personal drama as well as tactical
finesse.”—Library Journal “Explosive . . . fans . . . will appreciate Ringo’s lively narrative and
flavorful characters.”—Publishers Weekly “. . . practically impossible not to read in one sitting .
. . exceedingly impressive . . . executed with skill, verve, and wit.”—Booklist “Crackerjack
storytelling.”—Starlog
Star Trek: Destiny #3: Lost Souls Aug 05 2020 The third and final novel in an epic crossover
trilogy uniting characters from every corner of the Star Trek universe, revealing the shocking
origin and final fate of the Federation's most dangerous enemy—the Borg. The soldiers of
Armageddon are on the march, laying waste to worlds in their passage. An audacious plan
could stop them forever, but it carries risks that one starship captain is unwilling to take. For
Captain Jean-Luc Picard, defending the future has never been so important, or so
personal—and the wrong choice will cost him everything for which he has struggled and
suffered. For Captain William Riker, that choice has already been made. Haunted by the
memories of those he was forced to leave behind, he must jeopardize all that he has left in a
desperate bid to save the Federation. For Captain Ezri Dax, whose impetuous youth is
balanced by the wisdom of many lifetimes, the choice is a simple one: there is no going
back—only forward to whatever future awaits them. But for those who, millennia ago, had no
choice...this is the hour of their final, inescapable destiny.

The Complete Married With Children Book: TV’s Dysfunctional Family Phenomenon Jun 02
2020 Married . . . with Children premiered on Fox TV in 1987 and updated the Don Ameche and
Frances Langford radio comedy series, The Bickersons, and Jackie Gleason's TV classic, The
Honeymooners, with a raunchy, cutting-edge slant that focused on a lovable yet laughable
family headed by endearingly flawed Al (Ed O'Neill), his housework-hating wife, sexy daughter,
and randy son. For 11 seasons, the brilliant team of talent put the funk in dysfunctional.
Rediscover the exhilarating humor and intellectual excitement in Denise Noe’s first book. She
delves behind-the-scenes with Michael Moye, Ron Leavitt, Ed O’Neill, Katey Sagal, Christina
Applegate, David Faustino, David Garrison, Amanda Bearse, E. E. Bell, and Ritch Shydner. You’ll
be fascinated by the story of how two rogue writers created a deliberately off-the-wall program;
how it almost got derailed before production began; how a controversy could have plucked the
series off the air but ended up injecting a much needed shot in the arm; how a reality-based
show occasionally—and courageously—ventured into comedy with a fantasy, horror, and/or
science fiction spin. Order your copy of the collectible First Edition today. Illustrated.
Bibliography. Appendix featuring episode synopses.
Invaders Nov 27 2019 The battle for Earth begins with a secret invasion...They came from the
brightest star in the southern constellation of Carina. First they studied us. Now they're among
us, threatening human existence as they search for the Starcore, the greatest device of the lost
Polarions.Logan is captured in the Nevada desert, but escapes in Greenland. There he finds an
extraterrestrial stealth ship, giving him the means to take the battle to the enemy.He will fight
the aliens underground. He will fight them in the sky, and he will fight them in space. He will
never surrender.Logan becomes a one-man wrecking crew while using alien technology better
than any being alive.
The Forever War May 14 2021 "Del Rey book." Battling the Taurans in space was one problem
as Private William Mandella worked his way up the ranks to major. In spanning the stars, he
aged only months while Earth aged centuries.
Berserker Jan 10 2021 Presents a series of short science-fiction stories that tells of
encounters between humans and the intelligent, self-aware death machines known as the
Berserkers.
The Lost Star Gate Apr 24 2022 We barely recovered from the first Swarm invasion. Now, the
bugs have become methodical, sending science fleets to study us. Back home, the Hive
Masters are gathering hundreds of thousands of starships to hit us with an avalanche invasion.
This time, not even exploding stars will stop them.The egocentric but brilliant Professor
Ludendorff, who has a bitter grudge against Captain Maddox, claims he has a plan to
outmaneuver the Swarm. But he's not going to tell Star Watch unless Brigadier Mary
O'Hara--one of Maddox's closest friends--comes alone to listen in person.In desperation and
knowing that Methuselah Man Ludendorff often has fantastic plans, O'Hara goes, and thus
begins a chain-reaction of events that will embroil Maddox and the crew of Victory in a
harrowing mission into the Great Beyond. They must risk everything at a Builder star gate if
they hope to stave off the annihilating Swarm fleets from reaching Human Space and killing
everyone.THE LOST STAR GATE is the ninth and longest book, so far, in the LOST STARSHIP
SERIES.
Alien Honor Feb 20 2022 2457 AD. The longest space voyage in history has begun: 230 light
years from a ravaged Earth to the pristine star system of New Eden — a beacon of hope
following the Doom Star days. Aboard the ship are human colonizers, the Space Navy, fierce
“Monitors” once bred to fight Cyborgs, and four “Specials” — humans with psionic abilities,
capable of ripping holes in space to jump vast distances. But one Special has his own agenda
and when an alien presence makes an offer he can't refuse, the entire mission takes a deadly
turn.Cyrus Gant, a former Dust-dealing gang member from Earth's subterranean slums, is onto
the renegade Special. And while his psi powers aren't as strong as he might like, Cyrus's street

smarts more than make up for this seeming disadvantage. This will be crucial, because as the
ship makes the final, frightening leap toward New Eden, Cyrus is everyone's last hope for
survival.
Free Radicals and Oxidation Phenomena in Biological Systems Mar 31 2020 This work offers an
analysis of the biological processes mediated by free radicals, from a toxicological point of
view, providing easy access to information in an integrated, coherent presentation. The
chemistry and biochemistry of all principal types of radical are explained, and the multiple
forms in whch radicals participate in living organisms are investigated.;This work should be of
use to biochemists, pharmacologists, pharmaceutical researchers, food scientists and
technologists, nutritionists, toxicologists, chemists, biologists and graduate students in these
disciplines.
The Lost Planet Sep 17 2021 Last voyage, Captain Maddox entered a distant star system with a
Swarm fleet. The sheer numbers were staggering, a 100-1 advantage against all human
spacecraft. If the highly aggressive, racist insects gained hyper-spatial tube technologyallowing them to cross a thousand light-years in seconds-it would mean Armageddon for
Earth.Star Watch desperately needs something powerful to offset the annihilating Swarm
numbers. As if on cue, Professor Ludendorff declares he has discovered the whereabouts of
ancient Builder technology, a tech so potent it could defeat the Swarm.Star Watch takes the
bait, ordering Captain Maddox to find the lost planet holding the ancient technology.Ludendorff
has a plan involving androids to lure his arch rival-Methuselah Man Strand-to his doom.The
crew of Starship Victory knows nothing of this and thus blindly enters a web of intrigue and
danger. The captain will need the AI Galyan, Valerie and Riker like never before. Humanity's
hope against the coming Swarm holocaust rests on the outcome.THE LOST PLANET is the
sixth book in the LOST STARSHIP SERIES.
The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy: The Illustrated Edition Jul 24 2019 This beautifully
illustrated edition of the New York Times bestselling classic celebrates the 42nd anniversary of
the original publication—with all-new art by award-winning illustrator Chris Riddell. SOON TO
BE A HULU SERIES • “An astonishing comic writer.”—Neil Gaiman Nominated as one of
America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read It’s an ordinary Thursday
morning for Arthur Dent . . . until his house gets demolished. The Earth follows shortly after to
make way for a new hyperspace express route, and Arthur’s best friend has just announced
that he’s an alien. After that, things get much, much worse. With just a towel, a small yellow
fish, and a book, Arthur has to navigate through a very hostile universe in the company of a
gang of unreliable aliens. Luckily the fish is quite good at languages. And the book is The
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy . . . which helpfully has the words DON’T PANIC inscribed in
large, friendly letters on its cover. Douglas Adams’s mega-selling pop-culture classic sends
logic into orbit, plays havoc with both time and physics, offers up pithy commentary on such
things as ballpoint pens, potted plants, and digital watches . . . and, most important, reveals the
ultimate answer to life, the universe, and everything. Now, if you could only figure out the
question. . . .
Dead Silence Nov 19 2021 A Most-Anticipated Title in Bustle, i09, LitHub, PopSugar,
CrimeReads, BookRiot, GoodReads and more. STARRED Review in BookPage! Titanic meets
The Shining in this SF horror novel in which a woman and her crew board a decades-lost luxury
cruiser and find the wreckage of a nightmare that hasn't yet ended. Claire Kovalik is days away
from being unemployed—made obsolete—when her beacon repair crew picks up a strange
distress signal. With nothing to lose and no desire to return to Earth, Claire and her team
decide to investigate. What they find is shocking: the Aurora, a famous luxury spaceliner that
vanished on its maiden tour of the solar system more than twenty years ago. A salvage claim
like this could set Claire and her crew up for life. But a quick search of the ship reveals
something isn’t right. Whispers in the dark. Flickers of movement. Messages scrawled in blood.

Claire must fight to hold on to her sanity and find out what really happened on the Aurora
before she and her crew meet the same ghastly fate. "Truly un-put-downable in its purest
sense.” Chloe Gong, #1 New York Times bestselling author of These Violent Delights At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Journey to Star Wars: The Force Awakens: Lost Stars Jul 04 2020 This thrilling Young Adult
novel gives readers a macro view of some of the most important events in the Star Wars
universe, from the rise of the Rebellion to the fall of the Empire. Readers will experience these
major moments through the eyes of two childhood friends--Ciena Ree and Thane Kyrell--who
have grown up to become an Imperial officer and a Rebel pilot. Now on opposite sides of the
war, will these two star-crossed lovers reunite, or will duty tear them--and the galaxy--apart?
Star Wars: Lost Stars also includes all-new post- Star Wars: Return of the Jedi content, as well
as hints and clues about the upcoming film Star Wars: The Force Awakens, making this a mustread for all Star Wars fans.
The Lost Fleet: Fearless Apr 12 2021 Captain John “Black Jack” Geary tries a desperate
gamble to lead the Alliance Fleet home through enemy-occupied space in this novel in the
thrilling Lost Fleet series. Geary is convinced that the Syndics are planning to ambush the fleet
and finish it off once and for all. Realizing the fleet’s best (and only) chance is to do the
unexpected, Geary takes the offensive and orders the fleet to the Sancere system. There, a
multitude of possible routes home give the Alliance fleet a better chance of avoiding their
pursuers—and an attack on the Sancere shipbuilding facilities could decimate the Syndic war
effort. Weary from endless combat, the officers and crew of the Alliance fleet can’t see the
sense in charging deeper into enemy territory—prompting a mutiny that divides them, and
leaving Geary with the odds higher against him than ever before...
The Lost Years Jul 16 2021 After the end of the EnterpriseTM's five-year mission, Captain Kirk,
Mr. Spock, and Dr. McCoy struggle to establish new lives apart from each other and the
starship. The newly-promoted Admiral Kirk is placed in charge of a specially-created Starfleet
division and attempts to defuse a critical hostage situation; Mr. Spock, who, in the midst of a
teaching assignment on Vulcan, finds the one thing he least expected; and Dr. McCoy, whose
unerring instinct for trouble lands him smack in the middle of an incident that could trigger an
interstellar bloodbath.
The Lost Planet Jun 14 2021 This is what the boy is told: - He woke up on planet Trucon, inside
of a fence line he shouldn't have been able to cross. - He has an annirad blaster wound to the
back of his head. - He has no memory. - He is now under the protection of a mysterious
benefactor. - His name is Chase Garrety. This is what Chase Garrety knows: - He has a
message: "Guide the star." - Time is running out.
Resolute Sep 25 2019 Admiral John “Black Jack” Geary must battle dangers both within and
without the Alliance, in this exciting continuation of the New York Times bestselling series.
Geary knows that some political factions in the Alliance were just trying to get rid of him when
he was assigned to escort a diplomatic and scientific mission to the far reaches of humanity’s
expansion into the galaxy . . . and beyond. But he views his mission as both a duty and an
opportunity to make things better wherever he can. And when a crippled Rift Federation ship
tumbles out of jump space, Geary leaps into action. But the survivors’ story isn’t completely
adding up. As Geary investigates, he soon finds himself fending off spies and assassins while
leading the fleet as it fights its way across space controlled by the mysterious and hostile
aliens whom humans call enigmas. Challenges arrive at every turn, including an unknown alien
species that invites the fleet to visit one of their star systems. With little information to go on,
Geary must weigh the benefits of potential new allies against the possibility of a trap. The fate
of the fleet—and perhaps even the future of humanity—will depend on him making the right
decision. If he can stay alive long enough to do that.

The Heart of War Jun 22 2019 "...I want so much to blame you for this. You got me involved and
started me on a path. You educated me and taught me how to think. You showed me how to
look at everything and everyone differently, taught me skills and had others teach me. You
readied me to make war with hell, Dad...and then...you never came home. This person I've
become...you created her; everything suppressed and lying dormant was awakened by what
you did..." -Lauren Russell (from INDIVISIBLE, Book 6 of the What's Left of My World Series) A
world subjugated by tyranny. A society unraveled. A nation in shambles. A population
decimated. A future boundlessly uncertain. A community of families on the verge of extinction.
The Russell family is finally reunited and the citizens of Trout Run Valley are blessed with a
period of repose, but the interlude does not last. Measures of aggression resume against them
yet again, only this time, escalate to an unprecedented degree of ruthlessness, forcing the
surviving victims to their breaking points. Lauren Russell has fearlessly fought for her
community, for her family and friends, for herself, and for the rights of those foreign to her.
Now, she finds herself battling insurmountable odds once again for everything she has left-for
what's left of her world. How far will Lauren go to put an end to the oppression that has so
relentlessly plagued her existence? Will she right all the wrongs on her own? Will she go to
war?
Forgotten May 02 2020 Sheriff Hayden Duke was born on the Starship Pilgrim, and expects to
die there. Access points to the ship's controls are sealed, and systems that guide her are out of
reach. It isn't perfect, but he has all he needs to be content- until his wife disappears. The only
clue is a bloody hand print beneath a hatch that hasn't opened in hundreds of years.
Ascent (The Invasion Chronicles—Book Three): A Science Fiction Thriller Nov 07 2020
“TRANSMISSION is riveting, unexpected, and firmly rooted in strong psychological profiles
backed with thriller and sci-fi elements: what more could readers wish for? (Just the quick
publication of Book Two, Arrival.)” --Midwest Book Review From #1 worldwide bestselling
fantasy author Morgan Rice comes book #3 in a long-anticipated science fiction series. With
planet Earth destroyed, what will become of 13 year old Kevin and Chloe in the mother ship?
Will the aliens enslave them? What do they want? Is there any hope of escape? And will Kevin
and Chloe ever return to Earth again? “Action-packed …. Rice’s writing is solid and the premise
intriguing.” –Publishers Weekly, re A Quest of Heroes “A superior fantasy… A recommended
winner for any who enjoy epic fantasy writing fueled by powerful, believable young adult
protagonists.” –Midwest Book Review, re Rise of the Dragons “An action packed fantasy sure
to please fans of Morgan Rice’s previous novels, along with fans of works such as THE
INHERITANCE CYCLE by Christopher Paolini…. Fans of Young Adult Fiction will devour this
latest work by Rice and beg for more.” –The Wanderer, A Literary Journal (regarding Rise of
the Dragons) Book #4 in the series is also now available! Also available are Morgan Rice’s
many series in the fantasy genre, including A QUEST OF HEROES (BOOK #1 IN THE
SORCERER’S RING), a free download with over 1,300 five star reviews!
Cybership Dec 09 2020 In Neptune's cloud cities, orbital stations and spaceships, the
computers are taking over, killing every human. Jon Hawkins is a mercenary and a political
prisoner aboard Battleship Leonid Brezhnev, frozen in a cryogenic unit for the long trip to
Earth. He wakes up to find that almost everyone is dead, and that they died while destroying
the main computer. The few survivors make a startling discovery. A first-contact alien vessel is
gathering empty spaceships, parking them in orbit around the moon Triton and arming them
with alien weaponry. The war for the Solar System has begun, and Jon Hawkins may be the
only person who can save the human race.
The Lost Earth Sep 29 2022 It finally happened. Commander Thrax Ti Ix created a hyper-spatial
tube for the Swarm Imperium. Across thousands of light-years, a vast armada of warships is
heading for Earth to burn the homeworld down to its bedrock as the Swarm begins its
genocidal campaign against the human race. No one-not the New Men, the Spacers, the

Wahhabi Caliphate or Star Watch-has faced such staggering odds. Alone or united, it makes no
difference. Captain Maddox has a last-ditch plan. He's returning to the null region of last
voyage to grab the ancient Destroyers hidden there. But an immortal entity of evil cunning
haunts the vessels. If it escapes its prison...Maddox will have made things infinitely worse. This
time, mankind needs a miracle. THE LOST EARTH is the seventh book in the LOST STARSHIP
SERIES.
Project Hail Mary Oct 07 2020 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the author of The
Martian, a lone astronaut must save the earth from disaster in this “propulsive” (Entertainment
Weekly), cinematic thriller full of suspense, humor, and fascinating science—in development as
a major motion picture starring Ryan Gosling. HUGO AWARD FINALIST • ONE OF THE YEAR’S
BEST BOOKS: Bill Gates, GatesNotes, New York Public Library, Parade, Newsweek, Polygon,
Shelf Awareness, She Reads, Kirkus Reviews, Library Journal • “An epic story of redemption,
discovery and cool speculative sci-fi.”—USA Today “If you loved The Martian, you’ll go crazy
for Weir’s latest.”—The Washington Post Ryland Grace is the sole survivor on a desperate, lastchance mission—and if he fails, humanity and the earth itself will perish. Except that right now,
he doesn’t know that. He can’t even remember his own name, let alone the nature of his
assignment or how to complete it. All he knows is that he’s been asleep for a very, very long
time. And he’s just been awakened to find himself millions of miles from home, with nothing
but two corpses for company. His crewmates dead, his memories fuzzily returning, Ryland
realizes that an impossible task now confronts him. Hurtling through space on this tiny ship,
it’s up to him to puzzle out an impossible scientific mystery—and conquer an extinction-level
threat to our species. And with the clock ticking down and the nearest human being light-years
away, he’s got to do it all alone. Or does he? An irresistible interstellar adventure as only Andy
Weir could deliver, Project Hail Mary is a tale of discovery, speculation, and survival to rival The
Martian—while taking us to places it never dreamed of going.
Ender's Game Jan 28 2020 "The classic of modern science fiction"--Front cover.
No Quarter (Unification War Trilogy, Book 2) Feb 29 2020 Humanity is fractured and on the
brink of war...The United Terran Federation and the Eastern Star Alliance have been fighting in
minor skirmishes along the border region for the last few years, but now it threatens to break
out into a full-on war with the victor assuming control of all human space.The Alliance has fired
the opening shots with a horrific strike on a civilian target, killing millions and shocking the
Federation's parliament into action. Now mighty fleets of starships are moving against each
other, ready for the final battle that will settle the conflict once and for all. The venerable
Admiral Jackson Wolfe prepares himself for one last fight as his nemesis, Admiral Vadim Kohl,
looks to make a name for himself by defeating the infamous Federation officer in battle.
Jackson knows events are now in motion that can't be stopped and only one thing is certain:
win or lose, nothing will ever be the same again.
The Soldier: the X-Ship Aug 17 2021 After endless years of fighting in a galaxy-wide war, the
most decorated super-soldier of the Old Federation was granted leave, sliding into a stasis
tube aboard a sleeper ship. The ship never reached its port, while the soldier woke up a
thousand years later on an operating table.The Old Federation was gone, most planets hurled
back into the Stone Age. A devastated Earth used spies instead of spaceships to compete
against the tougher richer worlds.The Director of Earth had doctors suppress the supersoldier's memories, giving him an undercover identity and mission: grab advanced technology
from a prohibited planet before anyone else could and bring it back to Earth.The soldier turned
spy felt desperately lost, alone and out of place. There were no familiar faces. But an intense
sense of duty drove him headlong into danger. And yet...and yet...there was something more,
something missing that he increasingly wanted to know.So began The Soldier's odyssey in a
future time that would change the destiny of the universe.
Backyard Starship Mar 24 2022 When Van Tudor returns to his childhood home, he inherits

more than the family farm. His grandfather used to tell him fantastic stories of spacemen and
monsters, princesses and galactic knights. Little did Van realize, the old man's tales were more
than fiction. They were real. Hidden beneath the old barn, Van's legacy is waiting: a starship,
not of this world. With his combat AI, an android bird named Perry, Van takes his first steps
into the wider galaxy. He soon finds that space is far busier and more dangerous than he could
have ever conceived. Destiny is calling. His grandfather's legacy awaits. Embark on the
adventure of a lifetime with USA Today Bestselling Author J.N. Chaney and Terry Maggert in
this brand new science fiction series. If you're a fan of found spaceships and galactic quests
for glory, this might just be the story you've been waiting for.
Starship Eternal Sep 05 2020 ---------------------------------------------- A lost starship... A dire warning
from futures past... A desperate search for salvation... ---------------------------------------------- Captain
Mitchell "Ares" Williams is a Space Marine and the hero of the Battle for Liberty, whose Shot
Heard 'Round the Universe saved the planet from a nearly unstoppable war machine. He's
handsome, charismatic, and the perfect poster boy to help the military drive enlistment. Pulled
from the war and thrown into the spotlight, he's as efficient at charming the media and bedding
beautiful celebrities as he was at shooting down enemy starfighters. After an assassination
attempt leaves Mitchell critically wounded, he begins to suffer from strange hallucinations that
carry a chilling and oddly familiar warning: They are coming. Find the Goliath or humankind will
be destroyed. Convinced that the visions are a side-effect of his injuries, he tries to ignore
them, only to learn that he may not be as crazy as he thinks. The enemy is real and closer than
he imagined, and they'll do whatever it takes to prevent him from rediscovering the centuries
lost starship. Narrowly escaping capture, out of time and out of air, Mitchell lands at the mercy
of the Riggers - a ragtag crew of former commandos who patrol the lawless outer reaches of
the galaxy. Guided by a captain with a reputation for cold-blooded murder, they're dangerous,
immoral, and possibly insane. They may also be humanity's last hope for survival in a war that
has raged beyond eternity.
The Lost Artifact Jun 26 2022 Star Watch defeated the Swarm Invasion Fleet, but at a terrible
cost in destroyed star systems, smashed battleships and billions of dead. In the aftermath of
the costly victory, chaos threatens as worlds leave the Commonwealth of Planets, face mass
starvation or succumb to increased piracy.The war against the Swarm Imperium has just
begun. Humanity needs unity or each planet will fall alone.Brigadier O'Hara of Star Watch
Intelligence stumbles onto a secret conspiracy. Someone is trying to destroy the
Commonwealth from within, and they have an alien artifact of incredible power.O'Hara
summons Captain Maddox. Although she fears to lose him, she knows that Maddox and his
crew have the best chance of finding the hidden enemy. If the captain fails, the Commonwealth
will be powerless to stop its destruction. What O'Hara doesn't know-it would probably break
her heart if she did-is that she has just sent Maddox into the most harrowing battle of his
career.THE LOST ARTIFACT is the eighth book in the LOST STARSHIP SERIES.
Starship Troopers May 26 2022 In a futuristic military adventure a recruit goes through the
roughest boot camp in the universe and into battle with the Terran Mobile Infantry in what
historians would come to call the First Interstellar War
Ringworld Mar 12 2021 Winner of the Hugo and Nebula Awards for best novel Four travelers
come to the ringworld. . . Louis Wu: human and old; bored with having lived too fully for far too
many years. Seeking a challenge, and all too capable of handling it. Nessus: a trembling
coward, a puppeteer with a built-in survival pattern of nonviolence. Except that this particular
puppeteer is insane. Teela Brown: human; a wide-eyed youngster with no allegiances, no
experience, no abilities. And all the luck in the world. Speaker-To-Animals: kzin; large, orangefurred, and carnivorous. And one of the most savage life-forms known in the galaxy. Why did
these disparate individuals come together? How could they possibly function together? And
where, in the name of anything sane, were they headed?

The Lost Starship Oct 31 2022 Ten thousand years ago, a single alien super-ship survived a
desperate battle. The vessel's dying crew set the AI on automatic to defend the smashed
rubble of their planet. Legend has it the faithful ship continues to patrol the empty battlefield,
obeying its last order throughout the lonely centuries.In the here and now, Earth needs a
miracle. Out of the Beyond invade the New Men, stronger, faster and smarter than the old. Their
superior warships and advanced technology destroy every fleet sent to stop them. Their spies
have infiltrated the government and traitors plague Earth's military. Captain Maddox of Star
Watch Intelligence wonders if the ancient legend could be true. Would such an old starship be
able to face the technology of the New Men? On the run from killers, Maddox searches for a
group of talented misfits. He seeks Keith Maker, a drunken ex-strikefighter ace, Doctor Dana
Rich the clone thief stuck on a prison planet and Lieutenant Valerie Noonan, the only person to
have faced the New Men in battle and survived to tell about it. Maddox has to find a place
hidden in the Beyond and bring back a ship no one can enter. If he fails, the New Men will
replace the old. If he succeeds, humanity might just have a fighting chance...
The Lost Supernova Jul 28 2022 Androids used to mingle among us, pretending to be human.
Then an alien puppet-master altered their programming. Unknown to us, androids began
leaving human society, burning their clothes and peeling off their skin to reveal the chromecolored bodies underneath.They gathered in a system were a star had exploded, blowing away
the atmosphere of a Jupiter-like planet. The supernova had hurled heavy metals against the
remaining core. The androids are mining supermetals that can turn ordinary ship weapons and
shields into invincible armaments.The altered programming includes human genocide, which
will start with a murderous attack on Earth.Luckily, Captain Maddox finds the enemy system.
But during a space battle, something happens to hurl Victory thousands of light-years away
into the Scutum-Centaurus Spiral Arm. The crippled starship will take years to reach home
again. Long before that, Earth will be a radioactive ruin.Now begins a desperate journey in
hostile space that will stretch everyone as Maddox strains to reach the Lord High Admiral in
time with knowledge about the coming android attack.THE LOST SUPERNOVA is the tenth
book in the LOST STARSHIP SERIES.
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